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Secret sharing (SS) scheme encodes a secret into multiple shares being distributed
to participants, so that only qualified sets of shares can reconstruct the secret perfectly
[13]. The secret and shares are traditionally classical information [13], but now quantum secret and quantum shares can also be used [3, 4, 11].
In perfect SS, if a set of shares is not qualified, that is, it cannot reconstruct the
secret perfectly, then the set has absolutely no information about the secret. It is wellknown that the share sizes in perfect SS must be larger than or equal to that of the
secret, both in classical and quantum cases. To overcome this inefficiency of storing
shares, the ramp classical SS was proposed [1, 8, 14], which reduces the share sizes at
the cost of allowing partial information leakage to non-qualified sets of shares. In ramp
SS, a share set is said to be forbidden if it has no information about secret, while it is
said to be intermediate if it is neither qualified nor forbidden [5, 14].
The first quantum ramp SS was proposed by Ogawa et al. [9], which made the share
size L times smaller than its secret, where L is the number of qudits in the secret. In
their study [9], there were two drawbacks. Firstly, it does not control how information
is leaked to a non-qualified set of shares, and there exists an undesirable case in which
an intermediate set of shares can understand a qudit in the secret, as demonstrated in
[15]. To exclude such a possibility, we introduced a notion of the strong security of
quantum ramp SS, which ensures no intermediate set can understand a qudit in the
secret (see [15] for its formal definition) and proposed an explicit construction with the
strong security.
The second drawback of [9] as well as our previous proposal [15] is that the dimension of quantum shares must be larger than that of the number of participants. When
the number of participants is large, handling quantum shares become more difficult,
because handling large dimensional quantum systems are generally more difficult than
smaller ones. Our previous proposal [15] solved the first drawback but did not the second. The purpose of this paper is to solve the first and the second drawbacks of [9]
simultaneously.
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We will proceed as follows: Firstly, we modify the strong security definition given
in [15], because the previous definition in [15] required that all the qualified sets are
of the same size, and also that all the forbidden sets are of the same size. Secondly,
we carry over the classical strongly secure ramp SS [2, 7] using algebraic curves to the
quantum setting, then we prove that the proposed quantum SS has the strong security.
We also present sufficient conditions for its qualified, intermediate, and forbidden sets
by using the technique in [6].
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